Genetic evaluation in dairy cattle has been commonly carried following the lactation model 10 (L305) and the test-day model (TDM), the purpose of this study was to test the adjustment 11 and the accuracy of these main models in relation to the size of the Tunisian dairy flocks 12 while assessing the effect of genealogical data availability on both approaches. Data were 
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were estimated using the following formulas (3 and 4 respectively): 
Comparison between TDM and L305
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For the variance analysis, the estimation of the fixed factors contribution in the total observed 130 variability in milk yield was compared between models through the coefficient of 131 determination (R 2 ), the F coefficient, the variation coefficient (CV) and the standard error Also, the genetic standard deviation distribution among groups were compared to illustrate the 136 genetic variability obtained from the used animal model and pedigree file.
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RESULTS
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Estimation of the herd factor in the variance of TDMY and MY305
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The herd factor compromises multiple fixed effects related to the husbandry and the 141 environment conditions and which specifically characterize the breeding system of a given 142 cow group. Thus, the herd factor represents a significant variation source and serves as an 143 indicative element of the common non-genetic impacts that simultaneously influence average 144 performances (Agabriel et al., 1990 Variance analyses have demonstrated that fixed factors deeply contribute in variating the 221 produced milk yield per day and per lactation. We also have found that each factor has his 222 specific contribution within the different flock groups. We have noticed that dairy small herds 223 in Tunisia are more affected by environmental factors comparing to medium and large herds 224 and fixed effects seem to be much more involved in the expressed performances. In fact, it 225 has been demonstrated that the herd factor in Tunisian dairy cows is a main factor that 226 explains about 30% to 40% of the total observed variability in milk yield due to the 227 differences that may exist between flocks regarding the geographic area of distribution, the 228 relative climatic conditions, the breeding systems, the management facilities and all the 229 relative related disadvantages (Accacha, 1985; Garrouri, 1986) . In the same context Hamrouni this has been observed within TDM only when using the known mother pedigree whereas 300 coefficients were observed to be higher for these classes with the known relatives pedigree 
CONCLSION
327
In Tunisian Holstein herds, the herd factor has proved to be primarily responsible for the 328 observed heterogeneity in the averages of daily and standard milk yield which was dictated to 329 be a moderately transmissible trait. Low genetic components were revealed within the 330 Tunisian dairy herds due to a lack of genetic variability either from deficiency in management 331 and relatively harsh environmental conditions that define the adequate expression of the 332 highest genetic potential of animals especially in small herds which seem to be subject to by illustrating more heterogeneity between performances and by providing less random errors; hence the milk yield is better described as well as the specific herd characteristics 339 following a more detailed determination of the impact of a given environment. Therefore 340 using TDM is recommended, specifically for small herds which will help to better simulate 341 the impact of changes in breeding strategies and to enhance studying the genetic adaptability 342 to the diverse livestock systems. 
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